A "U. S." ball for every type of golfer in your club

"U. S." ROYAL—For the player who wants maximum distance on his drives—and absolute accuracy around and on the green. Mesh or recess, plain or colored dot marking, 75¢.

"U. S." 444—For the player who wants a tough cover ball that has plenty of distance and is the absolute in putting accuracy. Mesh or recess, plain or colored dot marking, 75¢.

"U. S." TIGER—For the player who wants great distance and run. Perfect putting and something different in marking, 75¢.

The FAIRWAY—For the player who wants the best 50¢ ball made. More golf ball for 50¢ than a half dollar will buy elsewhere. Mesh or recess, plain or colored dot marking.

These four golf balls will give your customers full satisfaction. That's why more pros are recommending them this year than ever before. That's why more players are using them than ever before.

"U. S." TRUE CENTER Golf Balls